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Karbido

LIgHTIng dEsIgn & 
ProgrAMMIng By
Tomasz sikora

sound dEsIgn By
Jacek Fedorowicz

PErForMAnCE
Pawel Czepulkowski
Igor gawlikowski
maot (Marek otwinowski)
Michal Litwiniec

dATEs:  sep 19—21 at 7:30pm  
  sep 22 at 3pm

LoCATIon: BAM Fisher (Fishman space)

run TIME:  60min

support for The Table provided by 
Adam Mickiewicz Institute

#KarbidoTable
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KArBIdo 

Karbido in Polish means free choice. 
This group from Wroclaw, typical of 
vanguard artists with an inclination to 
experiment in music, theater, and art, 
have made it plain that all inspiration is 
allowed, although some in a little more 
significant way: criminal jazz, idyllic 
melodies, folk-like openness, and the 
energy of contrasts. 
 
The Karbido crew—far from being 
precise when it comes to defining their 
music—passionately fit and shuffle 
their own puzzles. They play with the 
listener’s habits, at the same time open-
ing the door for careful observers of the 
world and energetic optimists who like 
driving at full speed on uneven ground. 
 
Karbido was created in 2003 by 
musicians associated with such bands 
as CEZ, Kormorans, and Formacya 
Bochianni.
 
In 2004, Karbido’s debut self-titled Cd 
was released by the alternative-music 
record company, Hermetyczny gara.

After performing at numerous festivals 
around the world and earning Austra-
lia’s Fringe Festival’s Best Performance 
award in 2012, Karbido makes its us 
debut at the BAM Fisher with The Table. 
This unorthodox and inventive sound 
work comprises four musicians who sit 
at a seemingly simple table. Each of the 
table’s four corners represents a different 
compass point and has hidden embel-
lishments embedded in various panels 
such as bowed strings, flutes, and 
hollow compartments. Envisioned and 
built by the musicians themselves, 
the electro-acoustic wooden table has 
built-in converters and microphones 
creating outstanding and unusual 
acoustic properties—melding their 
carpentry, sound technology, and 
creative engineering skills. The result 
is an eclectic musical experience; by 
tapping, blowing, plucking, using coins, 
wine glasses, and their fists, the four 
musicians perform covers of various 
classics like “rosemary’s Baby” or “I 
Wanna Be your dog.” Audiences will 
hear everything from improvised jazz 
to African melodies and rhythms, to 
Belarussian folk songs, to percussive 
trance. utilizing a quadraphonic sur-
round sound system that envelops the 
audience, Karbido creates sounds that 
“wander” throughout the piece.
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Tomasz sikora 
Lighting design and Programming

Tomasz sikora is the founder of 
Hermetic garage radio and Hermetic 
garage record Label, producer and 
originator of audio projects such as 
LZ129 Hindenburg Disaster and Pa-
per T.E.S.L.A. Show, and producer for 
all of Karbido’s recordings. He is also 
the video producer for The residents’ 
project ROCVID and The Table movie.

Paweł Czepułkowski
Performance

Paweł Czepułkowski is a percussionist 
as well as a composer and arranger 
who writes music for theatrical plays 
and movies. In everyday life he is 
an amateur gardener and the proud 
father of four girls.

Who’s
Who
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Igor gawlikowski 
Performance

Igor gawlikowski is a guitar player, 
composer, arranger, and the co-
organizer of musical projects such 
as Cartoon People and Formacya 
Bochianni. Between 2000 and 
2002, he was connected with the 
Polish Theater in Wroclaw, where 
he played in Platonow and Piaf. 
For Wroclaw Contemporary Theater, 
gawlikowski played with jazz and 
rock bands with equal pleasure.

Michał Litwiniec 
Performance

Michał Litwiniec plays sax, aero-
phones, as well as ethno instruments 
and vega-emissions, and throat 
sings. He also played in Era Wod-
nika/Aquarius Age project. Litwiniec 
is also co-composer of soundtracks 
for films (e.g., Warsaw—awarded 
the grand Prix in gdynia’s festi-
val 2004). He is the owner of the 
famous underground Art Caffee 
Kalambur in Wrocław.

maot 
[Marek otwinowski] 
Performance 

maot (Marek otwinowski) is the 
founder of Karbido and the originator 
of many of Karbido’s famous proj-
ects. He is a visual artist, production 
designer, bassist, composer, and 
sound producer.
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